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October 24, 1985

BECo 85- 194

Mr. Domenic B. Vassallo, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #2
Division of Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

License DPR-35
Docket 50-293

Additional Information Regarding
the Pilgrim Station IST Program

Dear Sir:

In a letter dated July 11, 1983, (BECo. Letter #83-179) Boston Edison Company
(BECo) submitted its revised Inservice Test (IST) Program. A number of
questions generated by the NRC review of thc program were resol.ved by
conference call on January 26, 1984. At a subsequent meeting between BECo and
the NRC at Pilgrim Station on May 30, 31 and June 1, 1984, to clarify the
proposed relief requests and discuss the practicality of including components
"Important to Safety" into the program, 28 of 53 agenda items were closed, 17
remained opened pending BECo resolution, and 8 remained open pending NRC
resolution. Another conference call was held on September 7, 1984, at which
time the NRC informed BECo of its position on the open NRC items. This
information has been factored into the BECo response for the remaining open
items.

He have also included valves which were replaced or added as a result of plant
design changes made during our recent refueling outage. Among these changes
were the scram discharge volume redundancy valves, the Post Accident Sample
System (PASS), Hydrogen /0xygen sample valves, and an extensive valve
betterment program which included replacement of the containment vent valves.
The P&ID's accompanying this submittal show these added valves as well as the
associated renumbering.
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-Should you have any questions or concerns as a result of your review of the
attached materials, please do not hesitate to~ contact us.

Very tru.ly yours,

W. D. Harrington

GGW/kmc
''

Attachments: A. Disposition of BECo Open Items for IST Pump and Valve Program
B. Acceptance Limits for Section XI, Pump Tests
C. Inservice Testing Program for Pumps and Valves -

Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, Revision IA
D. P&ID's
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ATTACHMENT A
DISPOSITION OF BECO OPEN ITEMS FOR IST PUMP AND VALVE PROGRAM

I. VALVES

Item numbers from NRC/BECo conference call minutes dated January 26, 1984

A.4 NRC

Stated that a value of full stroke time for each power operated valve should
be included in the IST program.

RESOLUTION

Stroke times for power operated valves have been included in the valve tables
with the exception of four valves that have neither a sufficient data base for
statistical stroke time determination, or an appropriate vendor's recommended
stroke time. These valves are air operated valves, A04356 in the Nitrogen / Air
supply to the drywell, A029 in the HPCI system and A0220-46 and 220-47 in the
Nuclear Boller System. Stroke times for these valves will be added to the
program at a future date.

A.6 NRC

Stated that their current position is that the emergency diesel generator air
start system performs a function important to safety and that appropriate
system valves should be included in the IST program and tested.

RESPONSE

While BECo agrees that the diesel generator. air start system is important to
safety, we do not agree that the diesel air start solenolds should be included
in the IST program.

The air start system for Pilgrim's diesel generators includes four air start
motors served by two air solenoid valves on each of the two redundant diesel
generators. Pilgrim's diesels are tested every two weeks (twice the Tech.
Spec. required frequency) and acceptance criteria for the test requires that
the engines start and the generators reach load within ten seconds. This
testing frequency and acceptance criteria is deemed sufficient to determine
the operational readiness of the diesel generator system including its air
start capability.

8.1

Review the Safety Function of valves 3801 and 3805 to determine if they should
be included in the IST program.

RESOLUTION

The subject valves have been included in the IST program with an appropriate
request for relief per RV-36 of the program.
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Should valves 4085A and B receive a stroke time test for power operated valves
rather than for check valves?,

RESOLUTION

The check valves test originally printed in the program was in error and has
.been corrected with RV-02 revised to include these two valves.

F.2

Are the post accident purge and vent valves exercised in accordance with
Section XI?

RESOLUTION

The post accident purge and vent system valves, also known as the containment
-atmospheric dilution system,'have been included in the program, and relief has
been requested per RV-37.

G.1

NRC inquired if PNPS utilizes LPCI loop selection logic to suggest that the
Recirculation Pump Discharge valves be included in the IST program since the
loop selection logic closes these valves for LPCI injection.

RESOLUTION

Since PNPS still utilizes LPCI Loop selection logic, the recirculation pump
discharge valves have been included in the IST program and relief requested on
testing frequency.

I.3

NRC asked how check valve 2301-39 on the HPCI suction line from the torus is
exercised open during refuel outages?

RESOLUTION

Check valve 2301-39 is stroke tested open during startup from refueling
outages by establishing a suction path from the torus and returning to the
torus via the HPCI minimum flow line as described in Relief Request RV-31.

<

I.S

Review the safety function of valve 2301-40 to determine inclusion into the
IST program.

RESOLUTION

Valve 2301-40 was determined to be important.to safety by its minimum flow
function and is included in the IST program.
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I.6-

NRC questioned if HPCI stop valve H0-1 (now numbered 2301-23) should be tested
per code and included as such in the program.

RESOLUTION

.The HPCI-stop. valve has been included and will'be tested per cqde in the IST
Program.

I.7

NRC asked the safety function of check valve 2301-75.

RESOLUTION

Valve 2301-75 performs a function important to safety in the open position to
: permit flow through the HPCI turbine lube oil cooler. The valve has been
included in the program.

K.1

Provide a more detailed technical justification for not exercising control rod
drive system' check valves 114, 115, and 138 quarterly in accordance with
Section XI requirements.

RESOLUTION

The additional technical justification has been provided in relief requests
RV-22 and RV-38.

L.1

NRC requested recategorization of the reactor safety valves and safety relief
valves from Category A/C to B/C or C.

RESOLUTION

The reactor safety relief valves and safety valves have been recategorized.

L.2

Provide specific technical justification for not exercising the ADS valves
during cold shutdown.

RESOLUTION

Relief Request RV-24 has been rewritten to provide the specific technical
justification.
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NRC inquired if the "B" feedwater check valve 6-588 is full stroke exercised
open quarterly to verify its safety function in the open position.

RESOLUTION

Feedwater check valve 6-58R is continuously stroke tested full open during
power operation. Note 010 has been added to the program to clarify this ,

, action.

M.1

NRC requested P& ids for the Recirculation Pump Sea 1 water System, the TIP
System, the Post Accident Sampling System and the C-19 Return System.

RESOLUTION

The requested P& ids or diagrams were provided to the NRC at the site meeting
on May 30, 1984. Since that time, P& ids associated with the IST program have
been redrawn and are included with this submittal. The P& ids supplied are
those listed in Table 3.3-1 of the revised IST program.

M.2

Provide more detailed technical justification for not measuring stroke times
of TIP Ball Valves.

RESOLUTION

The TIP Ball valves are fast acting valves and either close on demand or do
not. An absolute timing limit has been applied to these valves and other fast
action valves to alleviate stroke time trending requirements.

H.3

NRC asked if the Post Accident Sampilng valves and the C-19 return system
containment isolation valves are exercised in accordance with Section XI.

RESOLUTION

The valves in these systems have recently been redesigned into the Post
Accident Sampling, H2/02 Analyzer and C-19 return systems. They are stroke

. exercised and are included under the " Analyzer" System on Pages 3-69 through
3-72 of the valve tables.
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II. PUMPS

1. Provide specific technical justification why code specified ranges given
in Table IWP-3100-2 cannot be met for the pumps in the IST program.

RESPONSE:

The allowable ranges for pump test parameters may be owner specified per
code interpretation XI-79-19 if it is shown that overall pump performance
has not degraded from its intended function. The BECo reoresentatives
gave detailed information in the discussions held at Pilgrim in May of
1984. Specifically, the NRC inquired if the proposed vibration velocity
limits of .314 in/ set for Alert and .628 for required action may be
reduced. It is BECo's position that the ranges proposed are within the
manufacturers recommendations as illustrated in the Hydraulic Institute
standards and by industry in general since they are from the IRD
Mechanalysic Corporation recommended vibration severity ranges.
Additionally, if a pump exhibits vibration velocity in the Alert range (>
.314 in/sec) techniques to rebalance the machine may be used as part of
alert action. Attachment B of this letter provides more information on
this subject.

2. NRC stated their position that lack of installed instrumentation is not
sufficient justification for exemption from code required measurements.
Unless BECo could provide additional technical justification, relief
requests RP-1 and RP-5 may be disallowed.

)

RESOLUTION

The BECo representatives provided detailed verbal information at the May,
1984 review meeting, and has been included in relief requests RP-1 and

~

RP-5. Additionally, BECo's use of shutoff head testing on the RBCCH and
Salt Service Water Pumps provides a consistent and valid reference point
for pump testing. These pumps are also in continuous operation on a
rotating basis and faults on these pumps are readily discoverable in this
context rather than for pumps that are operated only during surveillance
testing.

4. Provide more detailed technical justification for not measuring
differential pressure for pumps referenced in relief request RP-7.

RESP 0':SE

In addition to simpilfying pump acceptance analysis, the approach is more
consistent with Technical Specifications. This approach is considered
acceptable since suction pressure is procedurally controlled to within a
narrow base and that suction pressure is a small portion (less than 3.4%)
of the discharge pressure for the most limiting pump.

;
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8. Provide the specific technical justification for not measuring the code
required parameters for the diesel oli transfer pumps in accordance with
the requirements of Section VI.

RESPONSE

The diesel fuel oli transfer pumps are used to refill a day tank from a
larger storage tank. Since the diesels are tested every two weeks (more
frequently than Tech. Specs.) and an operability check and verification of
the pumps is performed during this surveillance, failure of the pumps will
be readily detected and action to repair can be performed.

During the review of information related to the rewrite of the IST program,
BECo response to Item H.2, concerning the non-safety function of Core Spray
Check Valves 1400-35A and B, has been reconsidered. Valves 1400-35A and B are
considered important to safety in their function to prevent reverse flow from
a pressurized RHR System test line to Core Spray test line. These valves have
been retained in the program and will be tested quarterly.

NRC Open Items

The NRC also had open items resulting from the May, 1984 meeting. The NRC
responses to open items were provided to BECo via conference call on September
7, 1984. The NRC responses and BECo's response or resolution are as follows:

A.1

The NRC requested that a copy be provided of the test procedure performed on
excess flow check valves to comply with Technical Specification 4.7,0. A copy
of procedure 8.M.3-2 was given to NRC at the May, 1984 meeting. The NRC
reviewed the procedure and commented that the excess flow check valves were
not in the IST program and that the procedure's acceptance criteria of "a
marked decrease in flow is not quantitative." It became an open item for NRC
to disposition this matter.

NRC reresponded that excess flow check valves should be included in the IST
program and that the test of excess flow check valves should include
quantitative acceptance criteria.

It remains BECo's position that the excess flow check valves are adequately
addressed programmatically via PNPS Technical Specifications. Inclusion of
the excess flow check valves in the program will not enhance safety since
testing of these valves predates Section XI and has been successfully
performed. The question of acceptance criteria is not germane to the review
of the IST program, since the criteria has been recognized in the past.

A.7

NRC asked if any valves at Pilgrim were leak rate tested to verify a pressure
boundary isolation function (PIV). BECo responded that there was no such test
specifically performed. NRC responded that a PIV candidate list has been
prepared and will be included in the SER for Pilgrim's program. NRC also
stated that valves under consideration are not the valves referenced in WASH
1400 event V. BECo will respond to the PIV candidate list on a case-by-case.

basis.
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A.9

NRC asked that the safety-related function of solenoid valves in the air lines
to safety-related air operators be reviewed to determine if they should be
included and tested per Section XI. BECo responded that timing and.
operability of such solenoid valves are encompassed by the timing requirements
of the air operator that is serviced by that solenold. The NRC responded that
the staff disagrees with the SECo position regarding these solenoid valves.
SECo's position remains unchanged from its original position. A recent event r

4

at Pilgrim enforces our position. In February, 1985, it was discovered that
the closure time.of two main steam _ isolation valves was beyond their required
five second limit. One valve's timing could not be readjusted to meet
specifications and was isolated. The valves were repeatedly exercised and the
problem was traced to the solenoid valves for the MSIV actuator. *

In this illustration, malfunction of the solenoid caused the timing failure of
the main valve. Separate timing of the solenoid is not believed to be
preventative for this event.

G.6 and H.3

These items' concerned testing of a series pair of valves on the keep fill
lines to the RHR System and Core Spray System. The NRC inquired how the first
series check valves were verifled closed quarterly, their safety function and
if the upstream check valves should be Included in the program. BECo
responded that the LPCI pump functional test is used to verify that these
valves and/or the upstream check valve, but not necessarily both, close. The
upstream valves are in non-coded class piping and would by definition not be
included. It became an open item for NRC to decide on the handling of these
pairs of valves. The NRC has responded that the NRC staff requires that each 1

of the double check valves on the Keep Fill lines be vertfled closed. BEco's
position is unchanged, the purpose of the valves is to prevent flow loss from
the LPCI injection path. As long as such a condition is proven, it is not
important which valve is accomplishing the function.

I.5 '

NRC requested review of the safety function of valve 2301-20, a check valve on !
the HPCI suction line from the Condensate Storage Tank (CST). BECo responded !

that the CST was not considered a safety grado source of water to HPCI at !
PNPS. The function of the valve was open for NRC resolution. NRC has
responded that the function of 2301-20 is to open as per PNPS Technical
Specification 3.5.0. BECo concurs with this evaluation and valve 2301-20 has
been included for testing in the IST program.

,
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J.1 and J.2

The NRC questioned BEco's disposition of the RCIC System as non-safety
related. BECo responded that this position resulted from NRC's 1979 review of
the initial IST program where NRC representatives stated that since RCIC was
deemed non-safety related, it would not be considered for review. Licensees
were-given discretion to include RCIC if they desirec consistency. Based on
this NRC statement, BECo rewrote the second ten year program with deletion of
RCIC. The issue became an open item for NRC to determine if RCIC performs a
function important to safety. The NRC responded that the function of the RCIC
System was reviewed and the NRC determined that it performs ' function
important to safety per PNPS Technical Specification 3.5.0 and FSAR Appendix
G. BECo has accepted this determination and RCIC valves and pump testing have
been included in the revised IST program.

M.2

In the matter of fast acting valves such as the TIP Ball Valves, BECo had an
open item to provide additional information for not stroke timing them. As a
part of the conference call of September, 1984, the NRC provided the following
additional advice: The TIP Ball Valves and other fast acting valves should be
stroke time tested to a two second limit. Trending of stroke time may be
relief requested. SECo has accepted the NRC advice and relief request RV-29
has been revised accordingly.

.
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ATTACHMENT B
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS FOR SECTION XI PUMP TESTS

SUBSTANTIATION OF CODE INTERPRETATION
XI-1-79-19

.Since the . initial implementation of the IST pump program in 1979, there have
been repeated confilets between Technical Specification operability limits and
Section XI (IST) operability limits on ECCS pumps. ine cause of this conflict
has been the application of acceptance ranges based on test reference values
as prescribed by ASME Code IHP-3100 versus the long standing Tech. Spec.
Ilmits which are based upon the FSAR operability requirements. A pump cannot
have two acceptance standards to determine if the pump can fulfill its
intended safety function. Based on this conflict it can be stated that some
impracticality exists. To resolve this difference, ASME Code Section XI.
Article IWP-3210 allows the owner to specify acceptable limits.

INP-3210 states, "The a110wable ranges of Inservice test quantitles in
relation to the reference values are tabulated in Table IHP-3100-2. In the
event these ranges cannot be met, the Owner shall specify in the pump record
the reduced range Ilmits to allow the pump to fulfill its function, and those
limits shall be used in lieu of the ranges given in Table IWP-3100-2."

The preceding paragraph excerpted from the Code will then permit PNPS as the
owner to specify reduced range limits on the pumps. Code interpretation
XI-1-79-1_9 substantiates owner specified "alues if overall pump performance
has not degraded from its intended funcolon. Since FSAR bases and Technical
Specification values for pump performance are used to establish the required
action Ilmits, then the pumps will not.be degraded from their intended
function. The limits required by FSAR/ Tech. Specs, are contained in the PNPS
pump program as Table 2.1-2 " Owner Specified Ranges for Test Quantitles". The
exception to Tech. Spec, supplied limits are based on machine recommendations
or industry accepted technical standards in 11eu of Table IWP-3100-2 Ilmits.
The Tech. Spec. hydraulle 11m1ts shall apply to the required action range of
INP-3100 (i.e., if the pump performance cannot meet current Tech. Specs, then
the pump shall be declared inoperable as per LCO's). Effectively, there will

be only one acceptance level below which required action of IHP-3230 will
apply, eliminating conflicts. Data will continue to be trended to determine
if long term performance degradation is present. Based on test experience, an
acceptance limit on excess pump discharge pressure or a delta-P of 1.02 is too
conservative considering instrument accuracy and set variables. It is

adequate to monitor for pump degradation regarding reduced bowl clearances by
applying a limit of 1.10 times P.

Supporting information comparing Tech. Spec. requirements to former IHP-3100
limits and owner specified limits is contained on the attached table.

*

Original design requirements are also supplied. Note that PNPS adapted
Section XI criteria at the beginning of the last 40-month Interval of the
Initial 10 year inspection period (August 1979). Plant equipment had been
operated and maintained to Tech. Spec. criteria for seven years. Any decrease
from original design margin is attributed to seven years of operation and
actual fleid conditions versus the manufacturer's hydraulle laboratory,

8-1
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It is concluded that Technical Specification criteria reflect the design bases
of the systems' safety-related function and no performance degradation has
occurred or will occur as a result of. applying the described owner specified
acceptance criteria. Therefore, the conditions of Code Interpretation
XI-1-79-19 are met.

I
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COMPARISGN OF FORMER SECTION XI IWP 3100-2 LIMITS *
TO PNPS TECH. SPECS. AND IWP 3210 OWNER SPECIFIED LIMITS (3)

SYSTEM TECH. SPEC. IWP IWP SET FORMER IWP 3100-2 LIMITS (2) OWNER SPECIFIED LIMITS (2) DESIGN SPEC.
LIMIT REFERENCE PARAMETER (1) ACCPT. REQUIRED ACTION ACCPT. REQ. ACTIDN HIGH FROM PUMP CURVES

_
VALUE RANGE LOW HIGH RANCE LOW A1ERT OR_DEilGNJQGut![NJ3

LESS THA L GRA T1R LESS THAN GR MIER
DISCM PRESS Ilia. N_ [HAN

4800 GPM FLOW = P PSIG P PSIG P PSIG P DISCH P DISCH P DISCH P = 183 PSIG AT

LPCI AT App =198 PSIG 4800 GPM 180.4-197.9 174.6 199.8 185-218 172 218 4800 GPM
Bop:195 PSIG 177.6-194.8 171.9 196.73 183.5-214.5 172 214.5

172 PSIG Cop:194 PSIG P INLET = 176.7-193.8 171.0 195.7 183-213.4 172 213.4
0pp=195 PSIG 4 PSIG 177.6-194.8 171.9 J 6.21 _]h31 214.5 172 _ _Z3 4d
FLOW RATE PRESS = GPM GPM GPM GPM GPM GPM

SLC 39 GPM GPM 1275 PSIG
AT App =44.4 41.7-45.2 39.9 45.7 41.7-48.8 39 48.8 40 GPM

1275 PSIG Boo =43 40.4-43.8 38.7 44.2 41.0-47.3 39 47.3
3600 GPM DISCH PRESS FLOW = P PSIG P PSIG P PSIG P DISCH P DISCH P DISCH P DISCH - 281 PSIG

CORE AT 3600 GPM . AT

SPCAY 252 App App =270 PSIG P INLET = 247.3-271.3 239.4 273.9 261-297 252 297 3600 GPM

253 Bpo Bpp:_11] PSIC 4 PSIG 231.5-253.9 224.1 2h 0 _ 25 h278.3 253 27t3__
IDM TDH-FT FLOW =8 TDH-FT TDH-FT TDH-FT TD*t-FT TDH-FT fTDH-FT

55 FT. AT A=163.5 152-166.7 147.15 168.4 153.1-179.8 148 179.8 TDH = 95 FT AT
SALT 2700 GPM* E=159.3 148.1-162.5 143.4 164.1 153.6-175.2 148 175.2 2700 GPM

SERV. " TECH SPEC C=155.7 144.8-158.9 140.19 160.4 150.56-171.3 148 171.3 AND 148 FT AT

WATER TO BE REVISED D=164.2 152.7-167.5 147.8 169.15 153.3-180.6 148 180.6 SHUT 0FF

DESIGN REQ. E=151.2 140.6-154.7 136.1 155.7 149-166.3 148 166.3

_ 18L_USE
.

4250 GPM DISCH PRESS FLOW =4250 P PSIG P PSIG P PSIG P DISCH P DISCH P DISCH P DISCH = 1217 PSIG
AT P INLET = AT

HPCI 1195 PSIG 1225 PSIG 30 PSIG 1111.3-1218 1075.5 1230.8 1210-1347 1195 1347 4250 GPM AND
SPEED = 4000 4000 EPH

RPM
~~

l TDH:70 FT. TDH-FT FLOW =8 TDH-FT TDH-FT TDH-FT TDH-FT TDH-FT TDH-FT

AT A=115 106.95-117.3 103.5 118.45 106.3-126.5 9a I?6.5 TDH = 107 FT AT
1700 GPM 8:129 119.97-131.58 , 116.1 132.87 113.5-141.9 98 141.9 1700 GPM

R8CCW TDH-98 F T. C=111 103.23-113.2 99.9 114.3 104.5-122.1 98 122.1
AT D=115 106.95-117.3 103.5 118.43 106.5-126.5 98 126.5 TDH = 131 FT at

SHUTDFF E=120 111.6-122.4 108 123.6 108-132 9d 132 SHUT 0FF

F=122 1_1] M ZA.4 109.8 125.6_ 310 3 4.2 98 ._13t2_
400 GPM DISCH PRESS FLOW = P PSIC P PSIG P PSIG P DISCH P DISCH P DISCH INADEQUATE ORIGINAL

AT 1215 PSIG 400 GPM 1102-1208 1066.5 1220.5 1205-1336 1195 1336 TEST DATA

RCIC 1195 PSIG SPEED = 4000 |
P INLET = .

30 PSIG l

(1) 20MINAL VALUES OF INLET PRESSURE AND SPEED ARE SUPPLIED FOR REFERENCE. (2) ACTUAL LIMITS BASED ON REFERENCE VALUES.
(3) THE OWNER SPECIFIED VALUES LISTED ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES. THE PROVISIDMS OF IW-3112 ARE NOT SUPERSEDED BY THIS EXAMPLE
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ATTACHMENT C


